Leading China Telecom Global now supported by
BENOCS Analytics
Berlin, Germany – Oct. 16, 2020 – BENOCS GmbH announced today that they, together with
MarvelTec, are now supporting China Telecom Global – one of China’s largest carrier
networks – with network intelligence and visibility. Implementing BENOCS Analytics provides
this carrier with a high performing tool to monitor traffic, trouble shoot failures, seek new
business opportunities and more.
China Telekom Global needed an Analytics tool that would provide them with visibility of
their IP supply chain to help them fully understand their Internet traffic as well as allow their
customers and partners to optimize their performance. The “BENOCS Analytics Tool is
straightforward and really easy to use. One tool fits for both network and commercial
professions.” Stated a spokesperson for China Telecom Global. “We expect to have more
innovative features to help us better optimize our network as well as new IP related products.”
Especially for entities as large as China Telecom Global, having basic visibility is essential,
however, having the right visibility makes all the difference. “Having access to powerful data
is an absolute necessity for the future of networks.” Stated Stephan Schroeder, BENOCS
CEO. “We look forward to supporting China Telekom Global and to bringing value to their
network.”

ABOUT BENOCS
BENOCS GmbH – a spin-off of Deutsche Telekom – is a small company with big plans to
revolutionize the way network traffic is managed. Their intelligent and fully automated
solutions fit networks of any size and provide ISPs as well as CDNs strategic ways of coping
with growing network traffic. With BENOCS Analytics, network operators, transit and
wholesales carriers, Hosting and CDNs gain end-to-end visibility of their entire traffic flows.
China Telecom Global (CTG) is currently one of the world’s largest providers of integrated
telecommunication services, continuously striving to enhance its capabilities in managing
global operation to keep pace with changing times. With their abundance of resources in
mainland China as well as branches and affiliates in 42 countries and regions, CTG connects
the Asia Pacific region and the world and has fast become a world-class integrated
information service provider.

